Cambridge Motorsport Blues
Motorsport is a Half Blue with Discretionary Full Blue sport with the Cambridge Men’s Blues
Committee as of June 2016.

Half Blue Criteria:
1.

Represent Cambridge on the First Team at three or more BUKC Main Championship events.

2.

Finish in a points-paying position at Varsity.

Discretionary Full Blue criteria:
1.

Represent Cambridge on the First Team at three or more BUKC Main Championship events.

2.

Win the Varsity race as an individual driver.

3.

Win a BUKC Main Championship solo-driver race (a grid comprises 32-36 drivers).

4.
Finish in the top 5 of an MSA British, British Open, or English Championship (for British
drivers), or the equivalent in the driver’s home country.

To clarify, the Captain of CUAC may award Half Blues according to the criteria. It is then a useful
courtesy to inform the MBC when this happens. The Captain may also award Blues to any driver who
achieves the criteria for the Full Blue, however these should be submitted to the MBC for
ratification, with an explanation of how the criteria have been filled. Applications may also be made
for a Full Blue outside of these criteria (though using them as a guide) where a strong case can be
made for a driver to be of exceptional ability and achieved exceptional results on a national level
worthy of recognition with a Full Blue – this would be awarded by a vote of the MBC based on a
written submission.

The application which led to these criteria was based on there being 4-5 BUKC Main Championship
events per season (excluding the Qualifiers) with the Main Championship events being the highest
category of the Championship, BUKC Main Championship solo-races having grids of 32-36 drivers,
and Varsity involving teams of 10-12 drivers with the top 10 overall scoring points. The criteria are
intended to reward drivers who have proven both their ability and commitment to the Cambridge
team.

Changes to the criteria may be applied for once per year by completing a form issued by the Men’s
Blues Committee.

Currently the Club does not have a status with the Women’s Blues Committee which is separate.

Drivers awarded Blues for Motorsport
Pre-2016: Oliver Turvey (Extraordinary Full Blue)

2016
Full Blue
Richard Morris (Trinity College)

Half Blue
Alistair Senior (Gonville & Caius)
Mikko Mäntylä (Trinity College)
Peter Newton (Robinson)
Ryan Jenkinson (Selwyn)

